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Introduction and preliminaries 
In this paper we study connections between ultrafilters and coproduct preserva- 
tion properties of set-valued functors. It turns out that the problem can be reduced 
to coproducts indexed by measurable cardinals, if all needed coproducts exist. In 
particular, preservation of countable coproducts implies preservation of arbitrary 
ones provided that there are no uncountable measurable cardinals. This result has 
been proved for endofunctors of Set by Trnkovfi [9] and for arbitrary functors it 
is contained in [2]. Furthermore, we see that the ultrafilter functor is terminal in the 
(meta-)category of all endofunctors (see [1]). Then we prove some generalisations 
for functors that are not set-valued. Finally, we show by a counterexample that our 
results cannot be generalized to colimits of chains. 
I am indebted to the referee for valuable suggestions, notably for the simplifica- 
tion of the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
We always assume the axiom of choice. For all set-theoretical terminology see [4]. 
Particularly, if a is an infinite cardinal, an ultrafilter is called a-complete iff it is 
closed under intersections of less than a members. A cardinal a is called measurable 
iff there is a non-principal -complete ultrafilter on a. (By von Neumann's conven- 
tion, a is identified with the set of all ordinals < a.) In particular, the countable car- 
dinal ~0 is measurable by our definition. 
Note that any a+-closed ultrafilter on a cardinal a is principal (a + is the least 
cardinal >a) .  
If a is a cardinal, then a coproduct indexed by a set of cardinality < a is called 
an a-coproduct. The image of a map f is denoted by im f .  The cardinality of a set 
M is called #M.  
1. Coproduct preservation properties 
Our further investigation will be based on 
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Lemma 1.1. Let a, ,8, be regular cardinals with fl <_ a. Let o~ be a category, in which 
all a +-coproducts exist. Furthermore, let F : O~-* Set be a functor that preserves all 
fl-coproducts and let (A¢)¢<a be a family of  ;Y{-objects. For any subset MCa 
define B M := H ~EMA¢, and let "~M :BM ~ Ba be the canonically induced morphism. 
Then the following assertions hold: 
(i) For any MC a, F(,,M) is injective; 
(ii) For any ~ e F(Ba), the collection 
~:= {MCa[x6im(F(,,M)) } 
is a fl-complete ultra filter on ct; 
(iii) The coproduct B a = H ~<~ A~ is preserved by F i f f  for all ~ ~ F(Ba) the ultra- 
filter q~, is principal. 
Proof. (i) follows immediately from the fact that B~ is the coproduct of B M and 
B.\M with the injections "M and "%\M- 
(ii) By the above argument, F(B,~) is the disjoint union of imF(,,M) and 
im F(.%\M), hence exactly one of the two sets M, a \M belongs to ~. As ~eF(Ba), 
we obtain 0~.  If McNCa are sets with Me~,  consider the induced map 
: BM'-~BN; then we have ~e im F(UM) = im F(,,NO*)Cim F(~N), hence Ne  D=. 
Now we have to show that ~ is closed under ),-indexed intersections for all y < fl 
(in particular for ),=2). So let (M¢)~< r be a family of members of ~ .  Define 
Ny '=~ {M~ t (<y},  and N,7:= ~ {M~ I ~<r/} \M r, for all r /<y. 
Then (N,),<y+l is a partition of a, and hence Ba is the coproduct of all BN,, 
r /<y+ 1 (with injections "N,)- Now the maps F(..%), rl<_y form a coproduct sink 
in Set, hence (im F(..N,),I<y is a partition of a, therefore ~e im F(..N,) for a unique 
r/_< y. But for all/7 < (, N,r e ~. would contradict M, 1 e ~.~. Thus we have 
(iii) For any ~<a we have B{~} =A~, and B o is the coproduct of the B{¢} with the 
injections ,,{¢1. By (i) all F(,,{~I) are injective, and for any ~o<~1<a we have 
im(F(,,{~0l)) n im(F(,,{~}))= 0, since the contrary would lead to the contradiction 
0= {~0} n {~1} ff~x for some xeF(Ba). Thus the given coproduct is preserved iff 
we have U {im(F("{¢}))l~<(} =F(B,~). This holds iff all ~.~ are principal. [] 
Lemma 1.1 enables us to prove the following surprising theorem, which was 
proved by Trnkovfi [9] for endofunctors of Set. 
Theorem 1.2. Let a be an uncountable cardinal, and let o~ be a category, in which 
all a-coproducts exist. Let F: or'--, Set be a functor. Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(i) F preserves all a-coproducts; 
(ii) F preserves all fl+-coproducts for  all measurable cardinals f l<a. 
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Proof. (i) = (ii) is trivial. 
(ii) = (i). Assume (ii) is true and (i) is false. Application of (ii) to fl= 1~ 0 yields 
that Fpreserves all countable coproducts. Now there is a smallest a such that F does 
not preserve all fl+-coproducts. (Then, of course, F preserves fl-coproducts.) Let 
(A¢)¢< B be a family, whose coproduct is not preserved by F. By Lemma 1.1(iii), 
there is an ~eF(I I¢<#A~) such that the ultrafilter ~, (as above) is not principal. 
On the other hand, by Lemma 1. l(ii), ~ is fl-complete. Hence fl is measurable, 
which contradicts (ii). [] 
Application of Theorem 1.2 to contravariant hom-functors from the category of 
unital rings to Set gives the following result: If R is an unital ring and a is a non- 
Ulam-measurable cardinal, then every unital ring homomorphism from a product 
of a rings to R depends on only one component provided that this is true for count- 
able products. This and related results can be found in [3]. 
Theorem 1.2 reduces the question of a-coproduct preservation to the case where 
a =fl+ and fl is measurable. But the assumption that g0 is the only measurable car- 
dinal is relatively consistent with ZFC (= Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory + axiom of 
choice). On the other hand, uncountable measurable cardinals have to be very large 
[8, 10], and adding the assumption of their existence leads to a theory strictly 
stronger than ZFC. If ~0 is the only measurable cardinal, then Theorem 1.2 says 
that preservation of countable coproducts implies preservation of arbitrary ones. 
Proposition 1.3. Let a be an infinite cardinal, and let ~5" be a category with a- 
coproducts, let F, G : ~'--, Set be the functors, and let (o : F~ G be a natural trans- 
formation. I f  G preserves a-coproducts and if  F preserves finite coproducts, then 
F preserves a-coproducts. 
Proof. For any family (A¢)¢<# of ~'-objects with f l<a and for x~F(L[~<aA), the 
ultrafilter ~ is contained in the ultrafilter @,(x)~), which is constructed like ~,  
but with F being replaced by G. As both are ultrafilters, ~ = @~,(x)(~) is u-complete 
by Lemma 1.1, and this proves that the coproduct is preserved by F. [] 
2. The ultrafilter functor 
In this section we want to apply Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 to endofunctors 
of Set. Every set is a disjoint union (= Set-coproduct) of singletons, and we can apply 
Lemma 1.1 for this canonical coproduct. Then the assignment ~--* ~, even becomes 
natural in a suitable way. In order to show this, we have to define the ultrafilter 
functor T: Set-,Set: For every set X let  T(X) be the set of all ultrafilters on Xand 
for any set map/ :X~ Yand any ~ T(X) define T( / ) (~) := {BC r l / - l [B ]  ~.~}. 
Obviously T is a functor. 
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Theorem 2.1. (i) T preserves finite coproducts. 
(ii) I f  F: Set ~ Set /s an endofunctor preserving finite coproducts, then there 
exists a unique natural transformation x : F--* T. 
(iii) l f  F and x are as in (ii) and i f  fl is a cardinal, then F preserves all fl-coproducts 
i f f  for  all sets X and all ~ ~ F(X) the ultrafilter x(X)(x) is fl-complete. 
Proof .  (i) is trivial. 
(ii) Let X be a set, and for any subset A CX let "A : A ---'X be the inclusion map. 
Applying Lemma 1.1(ii) to the representation of X as a coproduct of singletons 
yields that x(X)(x) := {A CX [~imF(,~,4)} is an ultrafilter on X. x :F~ T turns 
out to be a natural transformation. 
Now we have to show the uniqueness of x. Let x ' :  F~ T be an arbitrary natural 
transformation. Then it suffices to show that x(X)(~)Cx'(X)(~) (since both are 
ultrafilters) for all sets X and all ~ e F(X). For any A ~ x(X)(~) we get ~, = F(,, A )(a) 
for some aeF(A) ,  hence ,~,~1[A] =A ¢x'(A)(,~) and 
x'  (X)(a:) = (x' (X)) o (F(a A ))(a) = ( T(~ A )) o (x'(A))(a), 
yields A e x'(X)(,~). 
(iii) The 'only if '  part is a direct translation of Lemma 1.1 (ii) to this special case, 
and the ' if '-part follows from Lemma 1. l(iii). [] 
In particular Theorem 2.1 means that the functor that assigns to every set X the 
set of fl-complete ultrafilters on X is terminal in the meta-category of fl-coproduct 
preserving endofunctors. Together with Theorem 1.2 this leads to the following ob- 
vious generalisation f the familiar fact that the smallest Ulam-measurable cardinal 
has to be measurable (cf. [4]): 
Corollary 2.2. 1fan ultrafilter ~ is fl+-complete for all measurable fl< a, then ~ is 
a-complete. [] 
Furthermore, Theorem 2.1 can be used to simplify the constructions of the well- 
known ultrafilter monad, whose Eilenberg-Moore algebras are the compact Haus- 
dorff  spaces (cf. [5, 6]). 
Corollary 2.3. (i) There exist unique natural transformations r/: idset~T, 
lZ : To T~ T. 
(ii) (T, r/,/z) is a monad, i.e. the following equations hold: lz. (To tl) =lz. (ri o T) = 
1 r, /z- (To/~) =/~- (/zo T) ( ' . '  denoting the pointwise product o f  natural transfor- 
mations). 
(iii) I f  (S, e, v) is a monad over Set such that S preserves finite coproducts, 
then there exists a unique monad morphism from S to T, i.e. there is a unique 
natural transformation tc :S~ T with tc.e=rl and x.  v=lu. (xoT) .  (Sox)= 
U- (Tox)-  (t¢oS). 
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Proof. The result follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 (i), since all involved func- 
tors preserve finite coproducts, and all desired natural transformations are supposed 
to have target T. [] 
Another application of Theorem 2.1 shows that Theorem 1.2 cannot be genera- 
lized to measurable cardinals. 
Proposition 2.4. Let a be a measurable cardinal let of  be a category in which all 
a +-coproducts exist, and let F:  of ~ Set be a functor that preserves all a-coproducts. 
Let R C T be the functor that maps every set to its set o f  a-complete ultra filters. 
Then RoF:of - - ,Set  preserves a-coproducts, but i f  there is a of-object A with 
F(A) :/: O, then R o F fails to preserve a +-coproducts. 
Proof. Obviously, R preserves finite coproducts and, as the inclusion from R to 
Tis the (by Theorem 2. l(ii) unique) natural transformation, Theorem 2.1 (iii) implies 
that R preserves tr-coproducts. So R oF does, too. On the other hand, if F(A):/:0, 
then R o Fdoes not preserve the ath copower B of A. In order to prove this, consider 
an a~F(A)  and a non-principal a-complete ultrafilter ~ on a. Let ,,,¢ :A ~B the 
~th injection of the coproduct. Then we get 
, , := {MCF(B) I {~ <alF( ,n¢)(a)eM} e~} ~R oF(B). 
With respect o this coproduct, the ultrafilter ~, (as in Lemma 1.1) is equal to 
and hence non-principal. By Lemma 1.1(iii) this implies that the above coproduct 
is not preserved by F. [] 
The natural transformation x in Theorem 2.1 is always a so-called Alexandrov- 
transformation. Generalisations involving such transformations have been studied 
more systematically by Mfbus [7]. 
3. Generalisations 
The aim of this section is to generalize Theorem 1.2 to base categories other then 
Set. Moreover, we discuss the dependence of Theorem 1.2 on the cardinal a for such 
categories. 
Proposition 3.1. Let a be an infinite cardinal let ~" be a category with an initud 
object O, let ~a be the (ordered) category of  subsets o f  a. Then the following 
assertions hold: 
(0 I f  a is singular, then any category d with a-coproducts has a +-coproducts, 
and any a-coproduct preserving functor F: ~t ~ ~" also preserves a+-coproducts. 
(ii) I f  a is regular and ~" has a pre-initial object that is not initial, then there is 
an a-coproduct preserving functor F: ~a ~ ~" that does not preserve a +-coproducts 
(X~Ob(~')  is called preinitial i f f  # ~'(X, Y)<I  for  all YeOb(~')) .  
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Proof. (i) As a is singular, the set a has a representation a=U {M¢l~<fl} with 
fl < a, # M~ < a (for all ~ < fl) and M~ tq M,t = ~ (for ~ < r/< fl). Any a +-coproduct 
H~<aAa can be constructed from a-coproducts as I I~<#(ll~eM A~), and this 
proves the statement. 
(ii) Let Xe  Ob(~Lr) be pre-initial. Then we have H iz~ X-- -X for every non-empty 
set I. Define F :  Da~ ~Lr by 
IO if #M<t~, 
F(M) := if #M= a. 
Then F preserves all a-coproducts. If X~ O, F does not preserve the a+-coproduct 
[] 
In order to generalize Theorem 1.2, we need some considerations about filters. 
Here the power set ~(1) of a set ! is considered as a filter, too. The next lemma 
follows immediately from a well-known fact about Boolean algebras. 
Lemma 3.2. Let q~ be a filter on a set I, and assume that any sequence (A~)v< ~0 on 
subsets of  I with AvUAu=I  for all v</z< g0 contains at least one member of  q~. 
Then ~ is an intersection of finitely many ultrafilters. 
From this we obtain 
Theorem 3.3. Let fl be an uncountable cardinal and let ~ be a filter on a set L 
Assume that for  every ff)2C~(I) with U 9~ e ~j and # ~t2~ <fl there is a finite 92 C ~1)2 
with U 92 ~ ~. Then ~ is an intersection of  finitely many fl-complete ultra filters. 
Moreover, i f  there is no measurable cardinal ~, with fl <_ ~, <_ # L then there is a finite 
SC I  with q~= {MCl IScM}.  
Proof. Let (Av)v<s0 be a sequence with AvUAu=I  for all v</z< go- Then for 
every ¢e I there is at most one v < g 0 with iq A v. Therefore we have [.J {By Iv < g o} = 
I ~ ~, where Bv : = ~ {A~ I v < g < g 0 }- Since g 0 < fl, our hypothesis about ~ yields 
AvDB v ~ ~ for some v< g0. Thus ~ satisfies the hypothesis and hence ~ is an inter- 
section of finitely many distinct ultrafilters ~l, .-., [~n (where ,~=0, if q~=~3(I)). 
For fixed d¢  {1, .. . ,n}, there is a C¢~ with Cq~t  for all l~,~. If ~92C~(/), 
~f f )2e~,  #ff)2<fl, then ~(~r /U{X\C})  belongs to all ~l and hence to ~. 
By hypothesis, there is a finite 92CffJ/ with [ . . J ( f f /U{X\C})e~C~z, hence 
[_J 92 D (~ (92 O {X \ C})) I'1 C ¢ ~,t. This proves that ~z is ]/-complete. 
If there is no measurable y with/~< y< #I,  then each ~ is (#/)+-complete by 
Corollary 2.2, and hence ~ is the principal ultrafilter generated by some ~ ~ L For 
S :={~[ l<d<, ,}  we obtain ~={MCI ISCM }. [] 
We need some more categorical notions for the generalisation of Theorem 1.2. 
Let a be a cardinal and let (A¢)¢< a be a family of objects of some category ~¢ with 
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a+_coproducts. Let ~a be as in Proposition 3.1. For MCNCa let r(M,N):M--*N 
denote the unique ~a-morphism from M to N. Then we can define a functor 
H:  ~a --*'nt by 
H(M) := I.[ A¢ (for MCa),  
~r~M 
where 
H(r(M,N)): II A~ H A~ 
~M ~EN 
is the canonically induced map. By A(M):=H(v(M, a)) we get a cocone 2 :H-*  
A (H(a)) (where A (H(a)) denotes the constant functor with value H(a)). 
Now let 4~aC ~a denote the full subcategory of all finite MCa and let/~ (resp. 
~.) denote the restriction of H (resp. A) to ga. Then a straightforward computation 
shows that X is a colimit-cocone. 
Definition 3.4. Let a be an infinite cardinal, let ~ be a category with a-coproducts, 
let ~ be an arbitrary category and let F:  ~'--} ~ be a functor. 
(i) F is called u-comprehensive iff for every cardinal f l<a and every family 
(A~)~<~ of d-objects and with the above notations the cocone FoX:FoFI--} 
d (Foil(a)) is a colimit cocone. 
(ii) F is called sharp iff for every A,B, CeOb(d)  the canonical diagram 
F(A) , F(A tl JR) 
(3.1) 
F(A IJ C) , F(A II B u C) 
is a pullback. 
(iii) ~n~ is called sharp iff the identity function on ~ is sharp. 
Obviously, F is u-comprehensive, if F preserves a-coproducts or if F preserves 
filtered colimits of size < a (since all ez# are filtered). 
It is not obvious (and probably wrong) that the composite of a-comprehensive 
functors is u-comprehensive b cause if F is a-comprehensive, F is not required to 
preserve finite coproducts and thus Fo X need not be a colimit of the type whose 
preservation is required for a-comprehensive functors. 
Obviously, (ii) does not depend on a; so the notion of a sharp functor is defined 
for every ~¢ with finite coproducts. Note that (3.1) always is the image of a pushout. 
Lemma 3.5. Let d have finite coproducts and let F: ~nt~  be sharp. Then for 
every coproduct injection ,," A -,AII  B the morphism F(,,) is a monomorphism. 
Proof. Apply Definition 3.4(ii) in the case B = C. Then the uniqueness condition in 
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the pullback property ields that the cone consisting of two copies of F(,,) is a mono- 
cone, i.e. F(,¢) is a monomorphism. [] 
Proposition 3.6. Let a,,8, be infinite cardinals with fl< a. Let v l  be a category 
with a+-coproducts and let F :~ l~Set  be a sharp functor. Let (A~)~< a be a 
family of  ~l-objects and let ~a,H,;t be as above. For x•FoH(a)  define ~:= 
{MCa[a:• im(FoA(M))}. Then the following assertions hold: 
(i) ~ is a filter; 
(ii) I f  F is fl-comprehensive, then ~ is an intersection o f  finitely many fl- 
complete ultra filters; 
(iii) I f  F is fl-comprehensive and i f  there is no measurable cardinal y with 
fl < ~, <_ a, then F is a +-comprehensive. 
Proof. (i) It is easy to see that a•~ and that MCNCa,  Me~ implies N•~.  It 
remains to be shown that ~, is closed under binary intersections. 
Assume M, N•  ~.  Then there are/~ •Fo H(M), q • Fo H(N) with (Fo ;t)(M)(p) = 
(Fo A)(N)(g) = ~. This implies 
(Fo 2 (MU N)) o (Fo H(r (M, MU N)))(p ) = (Fo 2 )(M)(p) 
= (Fo A)(N)(g) = (Fo). (MU N)) o (Fo H(r (N, MO N)))(g). 
Now H(a) is the coproduct of H(MUN)  and H(a \ (MUN)) ,  and by Proposition 
3.5 it follows that Fo;t(MON) is an injective mapping. This proves 
(Fo H(r(M, MU N)))(/,) = (Fo H(r(N, MU N)))(~). 
Now consider diagram (3.1) for A :=H(MON),  B :=H(M\N) ,  C :=H(N\M) ,  
i.e. the diagram 
Fo i l (MAN)  
F°H(r(MNN, N) 1 
Fo H(N) 
FoH(r(MnN, M) 
' Fo H(M)  
FoH(r(M, MUN)) 
Fo H(r (N, MU N)) 
, FoH(MUN)  
As this is a pullback in Set, there is an, e Fo H(Mn N) with (Fo H(r(Mn N, M)))(,) = 
p and (Fo H(r(MO N, N)))(,) = g. This implies (Fo ;t (MAN))(,) = x, hence ~ • 
im(FoA(MnN)),  i.e. MAN•~.  
(ii) By Definition 3.4 it suffices to show that for every 9R C ~ with # 992 < fl and 
U ~ •~ there is a finite 92C~ with U 9~• ~=. if ~22= {M¢ I~ < Y}, Y<fl, then the 
L~ := M~ \ U {Mn [ r/< ¢} are pairwise disjoint with U {L~I¢ < r} = U ~ e~.  Now 
H(  u ~)  is the coproduct of all H(L¢), and U ~92•~ means ~=(FoA( u ~02))(,) 
for some • e FoH( u 922). As F is fl-comprehensive, there exists a finite KC y with 
• •im(Fo H(r(U {L¢l ~ ~K}, U ~02))), and the conclusion follows immediately. 
(iii) By Definition 3.4 and the proof of (ii) there is a finite SCa with ~== 
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{MCaISCM}.  In particular we have Se~,  i .e.x.eimX(S)=imX(S). As x is ar- 
bitrary, this proves Foi l (a)= ~ {FoX(S)]SCa, #S< 1%}. Using Lemma 3.5 one 
easily sees that X is a filtered colimit. As (A¢)¢<~ is arbitrary, this proves (iii). [] 
Theorem 3.7. Let a be an uncountable cardinal, let ~,  ~g" be categories with a- 
coproducts and let F: ~¢~ ~, V: &r~Set be functors. Assume that F preserves 
fl+-coproducts for every measurable cardinal fl<a. Moreover, assume that V is 
sharp and fl+-comprehensive for all measurable cardinals B< a and conservative 
(i.e. V reflects isomorphisms). Then F preserves a-coproducts. 
Proof. For every measurable f l< a, VoF is fl+-comprehensive, because F preserves 
fl+-coproducts and V is fl+-comprehensive. As V is sharp and F preserves finite co- 
products, it follows that VoF is sharp. For P := V or P := VoF we now prove that 
P is a-comprehensive. If this were false, there would be a smallest cardinal fl< a 
such that P is not fl+-comprehensive. Then P would be fl-comprehensive and our 
hypothesis would yield that fl is non-measurable, and by Proposition 3.6(iii), P 
would be fl+-comprehensive, contradicting our assumption. 
This proves that Vand VoFare a-comprehensive. Let (A~)~<,~ be a family of d -  
objects and let H,2 be as in Definition 3.4. Let k: II¢<aF(A¢)--,F(H~<c~A~) be the 
canonical comparison morphism. As F preserves finite coproducts, for every finite 
MCa there is a canonical isomorphism FoH(M)=F(I I~eMA~) = -- H¢eMF(A~). In 
this case let K(M) denote the composite 
FoH(M)~ It F(A~)~ I_[ F(A¢) 
~eM ~<a 
with the canonically induced map. Then x is a colimit cocone with A ('0" x = Fo X. 
Application of V gives 
VoFoX= Vo(A(l¢). x)= A(V(~))-(Vote). 
As VoF is a-comprehensive, VoFo~. is a colimit, and since V is a-comprehensive, 
Vox is a colimit, too. This implies that V(d) is an isomorphism. As V is conser- 
vative, ,~ is an isomorphism, and hence the coproduct of (A¢)~<a is preserved by 
F. [] 
The hypothesis of Theorem 3.7 can be split up into conditions about F and about 
V. As the conditions about V do not involve F, the existence of one V with the re- 
quired properties implies that in Theorem 1.2 Set can be replaced by ~'. Since the 
conservativity was used only at the end of the proof, V also can be replaced by a 
collection (conglomerate) of functors jointly reflecting isomorphisms. As mentioned 
above, the preservation of filtered colimits implies a-comprehensivity for every a. 
If ~" is sharp and V preserves pullbacks (e.g. if V is representable), then V is sharp. 
In every sharp category coproducts are disjoint (let A in (3. i) be an initial object). 
The converse is unknown. 
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Proposition 3.8. Every category with finite coproducts and a zero object is sharp. 
Proof. Consider the following diagram, in which the solid arrows denote coproduct 
injections and the dotted arrows are retractions obtained by extending the identities 
by zero on the extra terms: 
C 
B 
~B 
A~ . . . . .  ~A IB  
÷1 *C 
, A u C <-- . . . .  -;A U BII C 
ic 
For any Z e Ob(~¢), / :  Z---, A u B, p : Z ~ A la C with iB /= icp we obtain t :  =ps/= 
PB *BiB/-~-~C*CiC~ =PCP' moreover  aBe= aBPB/--- *BiC*CiB/= ~BiC,CdC~ =
*S iCP=*S lS[=[  and analogously act= ~. As a s and a C are (even split) mono- 
morphisms, the uniqueness of ¢ is obvious. [] 
4. Examples and counterexamples 
Theorem 3.7 implies that in Theorem 1.2 Set can be replaced by any category ~" 
with arbitrary coproducts and with a sharp, conservative functor V: ~Set  that 
is a-comprehensive for all cardinals a. In particular, the category of groups, R- 
modules or, not necessarily commutative, rings are such categories; they are sharp 
by Proposition 3.8, and Vcan be chosen as the usual forgetful functor. On the other 
hand, Proposition 3.1(ii) yields that the category of unital rings does not have this 
property, because © is pre-initial but not initial. 
Now we want to show that the category Top of topological spaces and the cate- 
gory Unif  of uniform spaces behave very differently with respect o coproduct pre- 
servation properties. 
Theorem 4.1. Let a be an uncountable cardinal, let ~ be a category with a- 
coproducts and let F:  o4-* Top be a functor that preserves fl+-coproducts for  every 
measurable cardinal fl < a. Then F preserves a-coproducts. 
Proof. Since F preserves binary coproducts, F maps all coproduct injections to 
clopen embeddings. The composite UoF:aC--*SeI (where U :Top~Set  is the 
forgetful functor) preserves a-coproducts by Theorem 1.2. Thus F preserves a- 
coproducts. [] 
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Now we want to show that the situation for Unif is quite different. Let a be an 
infinite cardinal. If S is a set, let F s denote the collection of all ~C~(S)  such that 
there is a ~C~ with [.J ~=S and #~<a.  Each such ~={M~ [(<fl} ( f l<a)  can 
be refined by a partition that belongs to ~. Thus F s is the collection of uniform 
covers of a uniform space R~(S) with underlying set S. Obviously Ru: Set~Uni f  is 
a functor in the canonical way. 
Theorem 4.2. Let a be an infinite cardinal. Then R u does not preserve a 
coproducts. I f  a is regular, R u preserves a-coproducts. 
+ 
Proof. Obviously, R u does not preserve the a+-coproduct ({~}~a)~<u ' because 
{{~} 1~< a} is not a uniform cover of Ra(a ). If a is regular, it is easy to verify that 
a-coproducts are preserved. [] 
Now we want to look at the dual categories of some familiar categories. 
Let a be a cardinal, and for every set S let Pa(S) denote the set of all maps 
A:S-~a with # im(A)<a.  Then Pa: Set-'Set°P is a functor in the canonical way 
(i.e. P,~(/)(d) = ~ o/) .  
Theorem 4.3. For any infinite cardinal a, Pa does not preserve a +-coproducts. I f  
a is regular, Pu does preserve a-coproducts. 
Proof. Pu does not preserve the coproduct of a many singletons, because ida~ 
Pa(a)=Pa(H~<a 1), ida ~ Set(a, a) _= lq~<aa= II~<up~(1). If a is regular, Pa pre- 
serves a-coproducts; this is shown by a straightforward argument. [] 
The same argument proves that in Theorem 1.2 the category of Set cannot be 
replaced by the duals of other categories, like groups or topological spaces. 
Eventually, we want to show that Theorem 1.2 cannot be generalized to colimits 
of chains instead of coproducts. This is a bit surprising, since Proposition 3.6 gives 
an implication between preservation propeties of some special filtered colimits 
under additional conditions. 
For an ordinal a, let ~a denote the ordered category of ordinals < a. A functor 
from ~'~ to some other category ~g" is called an u-chain in ~t'. 
Theorem 4.4. Let a be a regular cardinal and let F: ~+ l --*Set be the unique func- 
tor with 
Io if 
F(O := if = a. 
Then F does not preserve colimits o f  u-chains, but F preserves colimits o f  fl-chains 
for every regular fl #:a. 
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Proof. F does not preserve the colimit a of the inclusion functor E:  ~'a ~ ~'~+1, 
because F(a)= 1, but the colimit of FoE is empty. Now let fl=/=a be a regular car- 
dinal and consider a fl-chain H :  ~#~ lea+l- Then we distinguish three cases: 
Case 1: H(r/)= a for some r/<ft. Then H(O = a for all ( with 17 < (<f l ,  hence 
Foi l(()  =F(ct) = 1 for all such (, and thus the colimit of Fo i l  is F(a)= 1, i.e. the 
colimit a of H is preserved by F. 
Case 2: H(r/) < a for all r/<fl, f l<a. Then FoH(rl)=0 for all r/<fl, and thus the 
colimit of Fo i l  is empty. As f l<a and a is regular, the colimit of H is ~ := 
sup~<p H(~/) < a and hence F(~) = 0. 
Case 3: H( r / )<a for all r/<fl, f l>a. At first we prove ~:=sup,t<#H(r/)<a. 
Assume the contrary. Then for every (<a there is a smallest G(( )<f l  with 
H(G(()) > (. As fl is regular and a < fl this implies tr : = sups< aG(() < ft. This leads 
to the contradiction H(a) = sups_< a H(r/) > sup~<a H(G(()) > sup~<a (= a. Thus we 
have (< a, and we proceed as in Case 2. [] 
Finally, we want to give examples of categories that admit only trivial set-valued 
functors preserving countable coproducts. 
Theorem 4.5. (i) Let o¢ be a category with a zero object and let F: ;7[~ Set preserve 
binary coproducts. Then F(A) = 0 for all A • Ob(O¢). 
(ii) Let Comp be the category of  compact Hausdorff spaces and let F:  Comp ~ Ens 
preserve countable coproducts. Then F(A) = 0 for all A • Ob(Comp). 
Proof. (i) Let 0 be the zero object, then (ido)i<2 is a coproduct sink in 0~. Hence 
(idFto)),-<2 is a coproduct sink in Set, and this implies F(0)=0. For every A • Ob(o'¢) 
there is a morphism -~ :A-~ 0, and hence a map F(n):F(A)~ F(0)= 0. This implies 
F(A) =0. 
(ii) Consider the countable coproduct ,aN = H~eN {v} in Comp with injections 
• n~: {v}~f lN.  For v~N,  define ,~v:,alN\{v}~,aN. Then for each v•N,  ~n~,,% 
form a coproduct sink, which is preserved by F, and hence we have 
im F(-nv) im F(,% ) = O. 
Now assume a •F(A) ~:0 for some A • Ob(Comp) and let f :  A --*fin be a constant 
map with value ~ •,aN \ N. Then for every v • N there is a ~v with f = , ,v~,  hence 
• ira(f)  C im(a~) and thus ~ ~ im(,n~). This contradicts the preservation of the 
countable coproduct p~q = H~N {v}. [] 
Hence no non-trivial functor from Comp to Ens preserves countable coproducts, 
though the usual forgetful functor preserves finite ones. 
Note added in proof. Meanwhile the author found an example of a non-sharp 
category with disjoint coproducts (unpublished). Hence the problem mentioned 
before 3.8 is no longer open. 
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